Selfies... in an instax® instant!

New Colors!
- Midnight Black
- Passion Red
- Stardust Gold

Formal Image

- Simulated Images
- Film development time approximately 90 seconds.

Capture this selling opportunity!

instax mini 70
Instant Camera

SHARE AN ORIGINAL!
Targeting both male and female instant photographers
Super fun instax® selfie shooting!

Using Selfie mode provides the appropriate brightness and shooting distance for self portraits.

You can check your framing with the mirror next to the lens.

The “self-timer” can be used to prevent camera shake and framing shifts.
The “2 continuous photo self timer” is convenient for giving an extra photo to a friend.

The mini 70 captures bright backgrounds as well as bright subjects even in dark scenes.

Other Useful Features

Hi-key Mode
Using Hi-key mode, you can capture bright beautiful skin tones.

Macro mode 0.3m - 0.6m

Landscape mode 3m - ∞
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Tripod Mount
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The high-performance flash automatically calculates surrounding brightness and adjusts shutter speed accordingly — no need for any special settings!